
PERSONAL ESSAY WHO AM I

Use it as an example for your own "Who am I" essay! The three categories are spiritual, personal traits and how I
perceive life and the society.

Feeling Stuck on Your Essay? Essay Who Am I? I would consider myself a very spiritual person. I am a
female of African American origin and I am very proud of my cultural background and family values
Paragraph 2: I am outspoken and like socializing and making new friends I value respect and believe it is two
way I am hard working Paragraph 3: My view of life All humans are equal regardless of their cultural, racial
and religious backgrounds as well as gender I am liberal in that I am open to learning new things such as new
cultures, religions, and even languages Divergent views should be tolerated Conclusion I can summarize
myself as someone who is respectful, accommodating, and open minded. Respect, principles, sportsmanship
and leadership are some of them. When I am wronged, I become angry, just like anyone would, and there are
moments whereby I find it hard to manage my anger. Of course, there is one necessary condition: you need a
really meaningful achievement to write about. Essay Who am I? I just treat everyone with the same respect
that I would like to be treated with. But I wanted that so much! Nothing keeps my spirits burning with joy than
an adventurous expedition into the wild. Remember, a personal essay is a great tool to influence the reader. I
love to be around people once I get to know them, it is just that I am painfully shy at the beginning. One part
in my essay that I am really. It should contain a sentence about the aim of the paper and a hook to engage the
audience; Main paragraphs. Chui Yee Tang. School achievements School is far from real life. Who Am I? My
mum says I am selfish and that I always want everything to go my way. When you with a well-discussed
subject of topic 1 25 september 1 i am othello essay easy and adults who am a woman. My son is also
incredibly intelligent most embarrassing moment in your life essay and started essay on who am i example
having problems in middle school. Even the sweetest candy and the most interesting books needs a bright
cover to be noticed, right? I believe that being dedicated helps to employ good work ethics in people, which is
something this world is lacking at times. If you neglect following an accepted pattern, you risk losing the
whole point of the story. Jane Austen started writing who am i essay answer worksheets www AFSA,
Proposes, God define expository essay in literature expert advice and. Your peace of mind is just one click
away. Sometimes I wish that I could make people understand this because I am sure that I have missed out on
many potential friendships because of this shyness that seems to come across as my being a nasty type of
person, but then again maybe only the people who have had patience are the type of friends that I should be
pursuing. However, I believe in genuine friendship and as soon as I detect that one is not a true friend, I drop
them.


